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IMAL ENGLISH PROJECT REPOTU

The goal of Real English is

to develop an information retrieval

system with man-machine communication through a teletypewriter enabling
the two parties to converse in English.

The system should be able to

perform, among other things, the functions of a librarian, i.e.,
1) to inform the user of the system structure, 2) to teach the user to
get information,

and 3) to aid in clarifying vague terms or ideas.

Also, the system should be able to update itself

(i.e., add information

to, or delete information from, the data file which is made up of
documents, index terms,

synonyms, their expansions,

classification

tables, and a thesaurus) and to keep track, by means of statistics, of
how the system is
user is

being used so as to improve its

free to use any dialogue he chooses.

It

performance.

The

is the responsibility

of the system to determine with which part of the system the user is
trying to communicate.

The request is then translated into a command

capable of performing the task.

The set of such commands comprise the

Symbolic Command Language of the Real English system.
The Real English system flowchart is

shown in Figure 1.

An

explanation follows:
The user enters his message (I)*

through a remote teletypewriter.

A proof reading and erasing mechanism is provided to enable the user to
change or correct his message.

*

The numbers (i)

refer to the nx:-.bered boxes of Figure 1.

2.

This message along with a gra•-ar and a w.ord dictionary (i.e.,
a listing of words with their grammatical categories along with
additional information) is used as input to the syntax analyzer (2).
This analyzer attempts to parse the sentence into grammatical strings.
The output parse is in the form of a tree which gives the following
information:
1.

type of sentence - interrogative, imperative, declarative.

2.

index terms - It is anticipated that index terms will not
be placed in the dictionary.

Therefore,

upon recognition

of an unllisted word, a man-machine dialogue is initiated

to determine if the word is a-., index term; if it is not,
then a synonym must be provided.

Note is made of index

term locations since all such words have the same

I

grammatical entry.
3.

sentence components - The string names which comprise the

syntax of the sentence are established along with their
interrelationships.

These string names will aid in

locating the specific parts of speech, e.g.,

verb,

adjective, etc.
14. word analysis - Each word of the sentence is Given its
grammatical category and its

location in its

defining string.

Assuming that a unique parse is obtained with no homographic
ambiguity (i.e.,
the sentence is

no word appears with more than one possible meaning)
semantically interpreted to find its

and the specific command being summoned.

mode of inquiry (4)

The sentence is then operated

upon by that command routine which restyles the user's message into a
form recognizable to the specific cosmand of the symbolic commsm.d lJaunuare.

3.

The request is

then executed

(7) and the user again gains control (1).

In the event of homographic ambiguity, communication will be
set up with the user in an effort to resolve the ambiguity
system might supply both definitions (assuming it

is

(8).

The

doubly ambiguous)

to the user and have him decide which is the intended meaning.
Alternatively the system might present a set of broader or narrower or related
terms for each possible meaning and again have the user make a decision

based on this information.
When more than one parse is obtained (3) another type of
ambiguity arises which will be settled through computer-directed
man-machine dialogue.

One solution is to interpret each parse and then

let the user say which interpretation (i.e., which command) was intended.
There is a good chance that although more than one parse is obtained,
they will have the same semantic interpretation as far as command
execution is concerned.

For example, in the term "steel mill", it

is

immaterial whether "steel" is considered an adjective or a modifying
noun.

If no parse is obtained (5), it is possible that the user is
shortening his request assuming that the system knows the intended
context of his message.

For example, the following dialogue may take

place (the primed numbers indicate the system's response).
1. Give me everything written by Allen.
1'. We have 4 references.
2.

How about Wilson?

2'. No references.
3.

AV.4 Stev.ns?

3'. 1 reference.
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5.

In addition to the problems of homographic ambiguity, multiple
parses, and incomplete sentences discussed above, the Real English
system must anticipate the problem of contextual ambiguity and the
problem of determining the meaning of complete sentences that refer to
previously entered sentences.
Contextual ambiguity is caused by the English language's high
degree of context sensitivity.

The meaning of a clluse is aot

independent of its context in the sentence.

Consider the following

sentence which might be a typical command to the Real English system:
I would like all the documents by Carr.
Here the user is making a request for the retrieval of all the
documents in the system data base that were written by Carr.

By adding

the word "purged" at the end of this sentence, we obtain:
I would like all the documents by Carr purcd.
Although the first eight words of the above sentence are identical to
those of the first sentence, the addition of the word "purged" has
completely changed the meaning of those first eight words.

Now the

user desires that the system delete from its data base all documents
that were written by Carr.
The problem of determining the meaning of complete sentences
that refer to previously entered sentences is most easily explained
with an example.

Consider the following dialogue:

Do you have any documents co-authored by Carr and Gorn?
YES
Let me have them.

6.

"Them"

L" the above sente;.-e refers to "documents co-authored

by Carr and Gorn".

The Real English system will have to be able to

recognize that the meaning of the object "them" is to be found in a
previous inquiry.

Another problem involving complete sentences can
Simply change the second user

also be shown with the above dialogue.
command to:

the documents co-authored by Carr and Gorn.

Let me have all

At this point the system has already retrieved all the documents
requested and it

should not duplicate its

retrieval a second time.

To implement the Real English system, several sentences for
each anticipated mode of operation were written.

From these,

sentence

commands are to be devised which would perform the functions implied
by the sentences.

The sum total of these commands wili institute a

symbolic command language which should be able to fit
as possible, with the present retrieval system.

in,

as closely

The various modes witi

their commands follow:

SEARCH Mode
1.

RETRIEVE - Retrieves documents satisfying a criterion made up of
The user may use any

bibliographic data and subject matter.

logical combination of such terms with the "and", "or", and
"and not" logical operators
FO34AT-

RETRIEVE a 1
where

b,

a, - is

cl

a.

b2

c2

a3

b3

a section code designating any one of the

above categories plus abstracts
bi - is

a term from any category

ci - a logical operator

sp

7.

Parentheses may be used to express more complex logical
The output of such a command is a list

constructions.

of accession

numbers which satisfy the logical ex:,ression of the request.
SENTEI=.S - Let me see the information on graph theory written
by Allen.
What do you ha#e about graph theory?.
I would like something on graph theory.
Could I see the material on graph theory?
Do you have anything listed x..der graph theory, Allen and trees?
2.

COMBINE - Given a set a= n (n : 8) descriptors, COMBIB

will determine

how many documents have been indexed under exactly
n, n -...

of the descriptors.

,l

CO4BM~ 'al/a2/ ... a
a

- a descriptor consisting of a section code and an index
term.

If

a section is

omnitted from an index term, the

last previous section code is

associated with this term.

SEITENCES - Let me have anything indexed by any of the following:
ABC, or D.
What do you have on A,B, or C?
I would like anything on A or B or C.

3.

CLUSTER - Presents a list

of accession nuxabers which satisfy a

comparative request (greater than 8, less than or equal to
of index terms.

CLUSTER

-n,

M, d1/d2/..../dj

3)

8.

n

- a nu-,ber from 1 to8

M - a submode

G - greater than
GE - greater than or equal to
E - equal
LE - less than or equal to

L - less than
dj-

a descriptor consisting of a section code and an index
term.

If

a section code is

omitted from an index term,

the last previous section code is
No connectives (i.e.,
with this command.

attached to this term.

and, or, but not) are permitted
The output is

a list

of accession

numbers representing the documents which are indexed
by M,n index terms.
list

For example, if

M=G and n=2, the

would correspond to all documents indexed by greater

than 2 of the listed index terms.
SENTENCES - I would like all material indexed by more than those
of the following:

A,B,C or D.

Give me documents characterized by any two of the following
terms:

A,B,C,D.

Do you have anything listed under any one of the following:
A,B,C,D and E?

4.

INDEP - Search in depth.
A list

of accession numbers satisfying the RETRIEVE,

or DISPLAY request is

first obtained.

The information

corresponding to the section codes specified in
command is

o.

then given to the searcher.

CLUSTER,

the INDEP

II
I••(n1, n2, ... , ni) (co=.an•d)
where n

- any section code

command

-

either a complete RETRIEVE,

CLUSTER or DISPLAY

request.
SENTENCES - Give me the title

of all references written by Wilson

on graph theory.
author and date of all works on graph

I would like title,

theory appearing in the CACM.
List the author of all papers on citation indexing.

DICTIONARY Mode
DEFINE (al, a 2 , a 3 ) (tl/
where:

ai

-

t 2 ... / ti)

refers to the level of expansion, i.e.,
L = 1 may be a one-line definition, L = 2
ray be a paragraph description, L=

3 may

be an illustrative example.
ti

re terms making a definition.

Operation:

The system will extract the ai's

record of tl,

t 2 ,...,

ti.

of the dictiorary

The system will ask if

user wants a further explanation.

If

the

yes, the next higher

level is retrieved for the user.
Structure:
SENTENCES:

Each dictionary word has its

own record in the file.

What does radar mean?

Do altitude and attitude mean the same thing'
Can A and B be used as synonyms?
Give me an example of an interpretative program.
What is

radar?

10.

For each word in a thesaurus,

generic terms,

specific terms

if the given word is not, are given.

and the word used for indexing,

Basically, a thesaurus consists of a group of classification tables
along with the indexing term.

For this reason, all queries pertaining

to any classification table will be considered in the TAMLE

mode.

TABLES Mode
ELUXN=

command will retrieve all left or right elements of

a term in a given relation.
RIZZTh=

(a,, a2 , ai) (rl,

where:

ai - is

r 2 , rj) (tl,

t

2

,...,

tk)

a number designating left elements,

right elements

or indexing terms (i.e., authority list

entry used

for the term)
rj - designators for the various relations
tk - terms being investigated
Structure - Every term in each relation gets a record in the file.
Within each record, entries for the various designators are placed.
SENTENCES - Are A and B related at all?
What is A generic to?

What is A a synonym of?
What should I use for radar? (e.g.,

of pragmatic ambiguity)

STATISTICAL Mode
Data Structure - The data will be organized in a linked list
structure.
The first

There will be a sublist corresponding to each index term.
element of this sublist will contain a count of the number of

times the term was used.
on each document that is

o

The remaining elements will contain information
retrieved using that index term.

-

Specifically,

these elements contain a count and a pointer to the next index term
used with that document.

There are also nodes for every document.

They contain counts of the number of times the documents were retrieved
and a pointer to the most frequently used index term.

1. TIMES (nit xl,xe,...)
where:

ni = 1 means number of time each of the documents
xl, x 2 ,...

has been retrieved.

ni = 2 means number of times the index terms were used.
ni - 3 means number of times the system was used.
xi = Either document number or index term depending
on value of ni.
Operation:

Depending on ni, the system will go to the node

corresponding to the document,

index term, or system

and extract the count of the number of times it

was used.

SF INCES - How often was document 113 retrieved?
Approximately how many requests for information do you get
per day?
Give me a count of the number of times each of these was
used

,

,and

?

How many times was "Computer Logic" by Jones requested?
Has the FORTRAN IV Language Specifications Manual been
retr.eved more than 2 times?

2.

TE'S•,

(dl, de , rý3,'"- )
where:

di are document nwnbers.

OperatioL:
list

For each di the system will search through the linked
and return the index terms used to retrieve di and the

number of times the specific index term was used.

12.

SE=CES - Were any of these terms used in the retrieval of
Programminr by Smith:

,

and

?

What terms were used to retrieve
been used as an index term to retrieve document 100?

Has

Was machine language ever used as an index term used to
retrieve?

3.

1T2, 1T3, ....

DOcs (iIT,
where:

IT, are index terms.

Operation:

The system will return all

the documents that have

been retrieved using index term ITi and a frequency count
of the number of times ITi was used for each document.
SENTENCES - What documents have been retrieved using "FORTRAN"?
Has document 201 been retrieved with "FORTRAN" used as an
index term?
How many documents has "ALGOL" been associated with?
Was reentrant ever used as an index term to retrieve the

IBM S/360 Assembly Language Manual?
In order to get some feel for the syntax analyzer output for our

"sentence set, so as to develop a semantic analyzer, the sentences were
parsed by hand and the various strings of the grammar constituting the
parse were noted.

This analysis showed that the set of sentences can be

analyzed by about 40 strings many of which are combinations of others in
the set.

There were about 10 object strings.

The set of sentences

produced about 128 distinct words excluding all index terms.

It

proposed that by properly cl..zi.yinZ vcrbs with their objects, a
semantic interpretor can be developed.
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